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Abstract. This notebook paper describes our approach for the action
classification task of the THUMOS Challenge 2014. We investigate and
exploit the action-object relationship by capturing both motion and related objects. As local descriptors we use HOG, HOF and MBH computed along the improved dense trajectories. For video encoding we rely
on Fisher vector. In addition, we employ deep net features learned from
object attributes to capture action context. All actions are classified with
a one-versus-rest linear SVM.
Keywords: Action recognition, motion trajectories, deep net features,
object attributes
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Classification framework

Our action classification framework consists of two main components: video representation and classification. The video representation is summarized in figure 1. Many of the action classes in the given dataset have related objects such
as ‘Billiards’, ‘PlayingTabla’, ‘RockClimbingIndoor’ etc. Therefore, along with
motion we also capture the appearance information of object attributes. In the
following subsections, we describe these two types of representations and their
classification.
1.1

Motion based representation

We capture motion information by several local descriptors (HOG, HOF and
MBH) computed along the improved trajectories [4]. Improved trajectories is
one of the recently proposed approaches that takes into account camera motion
compensation, which is shown to be critical in action recognition [1, 4]. To encode the local descriptors, we use Fisher vector. We first apply PCA on these
local descriptors and reduce the dimensionality by a factor of two. Then 256,000
descriptors are selected at random from the ‘UCF101’ set and the ‘Background’
set to estimate GMM with K (=256) Gaussians. Each video is then represented
by 2DK dimensional Fisher vector, where D is the dimension of descriptors after
PCA. Finally, we apply power and L2 normalization to the Fisher vector as done
in [2].
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Fig. 1. Motion and appearance representations for action recognition in videos.

1.2

Appearance based representation

For appearance representation, we employ deep net features. We use the output
of the last three fully connected layers of an 8-layer convolutional neural network [3]. The input is raw pixel data, the output are 15K object scores. For the
final video representation, we average each of these output vectors across the
frames. We refer to these three representations as: Layer-6, Layer-7 and Layer-8.
1.3

Classification and merging representations

In all the experiments, we use the SVM with linear kernel for classification. We
set C=100 for the SVM and learn 101 one-versus-rest classifiers. To combine two
or more of the above described six representations we simply sum the kernels.
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Experiments

We experimented with different combinations of the six representations. In order
to find best combinations, we evaluated them on the provided ‘Validation’ set
of 1010 videos.
Setup for Validation set. Though we learn GMM using Background set also but
for training we only used 13320 videos from UCF101. The classifiers were applied
on Validation set and the results are reported in table 1. Among the individual
representation, not surprisingly, MBH achieves the best mean average precision
(mAP). But all three appearance based representations do as well as or even
better than HOF is a very interesting result. Without any motion information
Layer-8 is just 1.8% behind MBH.
All three motion descriptors when combined leads to 56.9%, but the gains
obtained by adding appearance representations are huge. This significant improvement (mAP up to 66.8%) confirms our proposition that interdependence
between action and object attributes is critically important for recognizing many
actions. Further, this interdependence depends on the action category so when
the best combination is used for each class the mAP boosts to 70.8%.
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Setup for Test set. All videos in UCF101 and Validation sets are used as training
videos. We use the best combinations obtained on Validation set for the Test
set. These are the last five in Table 1, which are submitted as our five runs.
Table 1. Results as mAP on Validation and Test sets. [Motion:=HOG+HOF+MBH]
Combinations
mAP on Validation set mAP on Test set
HOG
43.7%
–
HOF
47.4%
–
MBH
51.5%
–
Layer-6
47.6%
–
Layer-7
47.3%
–
Layer-8
49.7%
–
Motion
56.9%
–
Motion+Layer-6
63.3%
–
Motion+Layer-7
62.8%
–
Motion+Layer-8
66.8%
70.75%
Motion+Layer-6,8
66.7%
71.00%
Motion+Layer-7,8
66.1%
70.75%
Motion+Layer-6,7,8
65.2%
70.76%
Best per class
70.8%
69.32%
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